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1. BACKGROUND 

As a key player in the aviation sector in the Kingdom of Bahrain, Bahrain Airport Services (BAS) aims 

to contribute to the development of the sector and the economy of Bahrain through leveraging the 

strategic location of the Kingdom, and to strengthen its competitiveness as an aviation hub in the 

region. 

1.1. BAS PROFILE AND BACKGROUND 

BAS was founded in 1977 to provide fully integrated airport services at Bahrain International Airport 

with the highest levels of safety and security. Supported by a human capital of approximately 3,000 

staff and labourers. BAS is an ISAGO accredited ground service provider and it owns and operates five 

distinct business units.   

 

Airport & Ground Operations: Our Operations division has a handling capacity of 9 million passengers 

annually. It currently serves 35 different airlines providing a comprehensive range of ground handling 

services including passenger and ramp handling, dispatch and aircraft load control, special services, 

baggage handling, etc. A comprehensive fleet of more than 600 Ground Support Equipment (GSE) 

includes push-back tugs, self-propelled air conditioning units, ground power units, air start units, 

passenger-steps, various high lift devices and cargo loaders, loading belts, etc. 

 

BAS is committed to continuous improvement in service quality, operational efficiency and customer 

satisfaction while maintaining an uncompromising stance in the implementation of the highest safety 

and security standards in the industry. 

 

Cargo Services: Our Cargo division handles 280,000 tons of freight annually including import, export 

and trans-shipment. The Cargo Terminal encompasses an area of 19,000 square meters with a multi-

bay storage racking warehouse and a range of special facilities for perishables, valuables, dangerous 

goods and livestock. Modern, state of the art computing and communication systems are used for 

managing its multi-faceted operations to ensure optimum efficiency and unparalleled customer 

service. 
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Catering Services: The modern In-Flight Catering infrastructure covers an area of approximately 

11,000 square meters and has a maximum production capacity of 35,000 meals daily. An average of 

500,000 meals per month is currently produced to satisfy 125 different menus and provide seamless 

transport “from-production-to-aircraft” with a modern fleet of 32 refrigerated high loaders. 

 

A Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) system is in place with stringent international 

hygiene regulations and standards. Our Catering Services department has won many prestigious 

international awards in recognition of its innovations and food quality. 

 

Aircraft Engineering Services: Provides line maintenance, technical certification and troubleshooting 

under EASA Part-145 Maintenance Organization Approval. It handles a total of 8,000 aircraft 

maintenance movements annually. The experienced engineering staff are supported by an array of 

ground equipment to provide high servicing standards to 17 customer airlines. Our Part-145 

organization is also approved by the Civil Aviation Authorities of Bahrain, UAE, Egypt, Oman, Qatar, 

and others. 

 

BAS Aircraft Engineering Training Centre (BAETC): Is the first such organization in the region and the 

second in the world to receive an EASA Part-147 Training Organization Approval outside the European 

Union. BAETC provides basic aircraft engineering training, specialized aircraft Type rating courses, as 

well as ground operations training. The 1,500 square meters technologically advanced facilities and 

accompanying equipment aim towards motivating and training aircraft engineers to be fully equipped 

with the required theoretical and practical knowledge. 

 

An additional 1,000 square meters workshop facility is located at the airport providing students with 

valuable hands-on engineering experience in a safe operational environment. 

1.2. BAS DEVELOPMENT COMPANY (BDC) 

BAS leveraged its experience of more than 43 years to establish BDC to lead, on behalf of BAS, non-

airport related business and provide the necessary support and services to BAS. BDC focuses on the 

following areas: 

 Security Services: Provide guarding services, money transfer services, CCTV monitoring, etc.; 

 Cleaning Services: Provide cleaning services in various forms, whether periodic or emergency; 

 Catering Services: Provide catering to local corporate clients; 
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 Cargo Services: Provide full cargo and customs clearance services, offering worldwide 

coverage 24 hours; and 

 La Luna Café: A coffee shop concept and is the commercial window of BDC Catering. 

2. SCOPE OF WORK (SOW)  

Below is a detailed explanation of the expected SOW to be covered in the proposal. The participating 

bidders, with their mandatory experience in handling similar projects, are expected to advise on any 

further scope elements which are not stated below and deemed essential for the successful 

completion of this project. 

 

When needed, the participating bidders will be requested to meet with various stakeholders, and 

department managers and representatives to ensure the comprehensive understanding of the tasks 

and the needed outputs. 

 

For benchmarking exercises, the participating bidders are expected to consider the following regions: 

GCC, MENA and Levant and beyond MENA and Levant. 

 

The objective of this RFQ is to have a quotations from interested responders, who are having enough 

experience and expertise in handling DLP implementation in Bahrain and to integrate to a 

centralized monitoring station of all critical logs from a DLP management center, in alignment with 

business drives for improvement, architectural and product road map. 

The IT core infrastructure is located in BAS HEAD QUARTER building, the Network consists of two 

Cisco Nexus 4500X series core switches and ASA 5545 Perimeter firewall  with a failover technology, 

and 55 edge switches in the Network (the infrastructure is currently divided based on the 

departments, VLAN’s and its locations). 

BAS vision is to setup a DLP solution in BAS HQ building to keep up with regulations and protect 

intellectual property from targeted attacks and accidental exposure along with to gain visibility into 

user interactions with data and applications. The DLP solution is to classify business critical 

information and ensure the company’s data policies comply with relevant regulations, such as 

HIPAA, GDPR, PDPL and PCI-DSS. 

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) solutions should help BAS to ensure that sensitive data such as 

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) or Intellectual Property (IP) does not get outside the 

corporate Network or to a user without access. All services supported by the proposed DLP solution 
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needs to be up and running 24 x 7 x 365. The selected DLP solution must enable or assist BAS to 

achieve the following business objectives. 

DLP should secure sensitive information and regulated data so BAS can confidently prove ongoing 

compliance in the Network. The technology should provide a 360-degree view of the location, flow 

and usage of data across the enterprise. 

DLP solution should provide capability to escalate critical incidents to Managers or data owners, 

should provide security and access controls around case/incident (user, group), support monitoring, 

management of critical aspects, and phases of each incident/case until resolution, involving 

specified authorized administrators and role-specific users as required throughout the process. 

DLP should provide the capability to auto-release a quarantined email, post manager's approval 

without any manual intervention within the DLP console, must support remediation scripts for DLP 

action plans (E.g. when a file violates a DLP policies, the solutions leaves a tombstone file with a 

notification) 

Requirements: 

The following services are designated as critical that should be carried by the vendor: 

DLP solution must support one or more of the following cybersecurity activities. The DLP must 

provide a unique policy framework across all data exfiltration channels (e.g. Email, Web, Cloud App, 

Printing, Endpoint App, Removable Media and File-share etc.) 

1. Prevention: Establish a real-time review of data streams and immediately restrict suspicious 

activity or unauthorized users. 

2. Detection: Quickly identify anomalous activity through improved data visibility and enhanced data 

monitoring measures. 

3. Response: Streamline incident response activities by tracking and reporting data access and 

movement across the enterprise. 

4. Analysis: Contextualize high-risk activity or behavior for security teams to strengthen prevention 

measures or inform remediation activities. 

5. Data in use: Securing data being used by an application or endpoint through user authentication 

and access control. 

6. Data in motion: Ensuring the safe transmission of sensitive, confidential or proprietary data while 

it moves across the Network through encryption and/or other e-mail and messaging security 

measures. 
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7. Data at rest: Protecting data that is being stored on any Network location, including the cloud, 

through access restrictions and user authentication. 

The vendor should also consider below mandatory requirement in the solution: 

1. A brief presentation of the proposed DLP solution including the diagrams according to BAS Data 

requirements. 

2. Intelligent and controllable DLP infrastructure with monitoring solutions to support BAS 

requirements & aimed vision from a central location. 

3.To provide 24-hour emergency service to BAS in case of any service issues in the critical DLP 

solution ; in case if it can’t be fixed due to hardware issue with in the time frame a standby devices to 

be provided to make the operation is up and running. 

4. A preventive maintenance is mandatory on each month in the DLP solution to do a proper health 

check of the devices in the Network. 

5. Vendor should have strong relationship with DLP solution TAC center to arrange the TAC 

engineers in case of the support issues need to be escalated to a high level.  

6. Vendor should review and check the security alerts and best practices regularly and to come up 

with a suitable recommendation and a patch update if needed in the DLP appliance. 

7. Two Admin Training & documentation and project signoff. 

 

3. DELIVERABLES 

To build a security infrastructure in line with the new technology (can be expandable, flexible to 

upgrade) within 5 years, to deliver Data control & Visibility. 

1. Solution must have "out of the box" compliance-specific policies based on region and type of 

industry. 

2. The Proposed solution must support integration with Active Directory or File Directory (CSV) 

followed by support policy creation/exception based on user/group directory, Network and domain. 

The solution must also support Virtualized Infrastructure Environments in the Network. 

3. DLP solution must have pre-defined policies (1500+) based on RegEX, Dictionaries or Scripts and 

must be able to select policies based on correlation of country and industries. 
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4. DLP solution must have Data Theft Risk Indicators policies (e.g. data sent during unusual hours, 

email to competitors, suspected malware communication, resumes, etc.) 

5. Solution should provide pre-defined policies for identifying possible expressions that are 

indicative of cyber bullying, self-destructive patterns, or employee discontent. 

6. DLP solution must have the ability to use a single policy to scan data wherever it is stored, 

transmitted or used, both on the Network and on the endpoint. 

7. Solution must allow flexible syntax to tie data to specific applications, file servers, Network shares, 

printers, and unique content patterns. Rule-based exceptions should be simple to design and 

implement in order to reduce false positives. 

8. Solution must support predefined true file types, must support policies conditions based on 

Boolean logic (AND, OR, NOT). The solution also must support confidential data in different 

languages. Please list mandatory supported languages and explain any limitations or behavioral 

differences between languages. 

9. The DLP solution must extract and inspect the text based content of files and attachments if 

needed. 

10. DLP solution must analyze file metadata, full hash and partial file fingerprinting for all data 

exfiltration channels, inspection of archives file types (ZIP, TAR) to detect against fingerprinted 

content, must distinguish between different types of PII or PHI.  

11. DLP must protect at least 10 million rows of specific content from a database of sensitive 

information without relying on keywords or patterns, support a machine learning detection method 

for source codes, forms and support fully customizable rules with regular expressions, keywords, key 

phrases and dictionaries. 

12. The Solution must identify metadata labels tags from Boldon James, Azure Information 

Protection or other data classification solutions, must support at least 5,000 unique keywords lists 

and pattern matching combined with validation. 

13. DLP Endpoint must support VMWare Horizon and Citrix XenApp, Window OS, must provide 

continuous protection of confidential data regardless of whether the user is on or off Network.  

14. The solution must prevent data exfiltration via removable media (e.g. USB Drives), must able to 

apply different policies even when users are using the same endpoint and must support inclusion 

and exclusion by file type, folders, age or size. 
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15. The Pop-up message should provide an opportunity to provide business justification when a 

policy allows that action, pop-up message that can contain custom verbiage when user is 

attempting to violate policy. User justification has to be recorded/logged in a method that can be 

read by other systems. 

16. The DLP solution must integrate with Enterprise SMTP Gateway or it can be place in between an 

enterprise SMTP gateway to perform DLP analysis on Exchange Online (On-prem, hybrid or O365).  

17. The solution must support file attachments larger than 10MB for DLP analysis, multiple types of 

web traffic: webmail, web posting, and other protocols using HTTP/S and active and passive FTP 

Traffic. 

18. DLP solutions can also provide alerts, enable encryption and isolate data when a breach or other 

security incident is detected. In doing so, the DLP solution can expedite incident response by 

identifying areas of weakness and anomalous activity during routine Networking monitoring. 

19. The solution should allow investigation of incidents involving data at rest, data in use, and data in 

motion from within a centralized management console and the support incident report should be 

able to export via spreadsheet, XML, PDF or HTML format. 

20. The DLP solution should be able to integrate & support BAS other internal systems to control the 

Data Leakage Prevention in the Network. 

21. The bidder should assist BAS Data classification process for organizing data into relevant 

categories. These categories can be general, confidential, restricted, and Public, or quite specific, 

such categories aligned with particular regulatory compliance mandates like GDPR, PDPL and HIPAA. 

22. All management functions, including configuration changes and upgrades, must be conducted 

from a central console, followed by the solution must have ability to audit changes (e.g. log on/off, 

rule changes, system logs, traffic logs) 

Vendors Criteria: 

1. Vendor should be qualified & expertise on BAS requirements and a recognized partner of the 

product with certified engineers. 

2. Vendor should have the knowledge, skill, and appropriate tools and equipment’s for quick 

diagnose and rectify the technical issues in the DLP Solution in case of any service issues in the 

Network.  

3. Vendor should be certified partner with DLP solution support center to arrange the TAC engineers 

in case the support issues need to be escalated to high level. 
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4. Vendor should coordinate with DLP solution support center to upload & configure the image 

upgrade services on appliance in the Network and test the services. 

 

Data Leakage Prevention – DLP suite Specification: 

 

S.No. Description of the Soluton  Qty. 

1 DLP solution in BAS with 1 Year Support in Windows 

Platform on VMware Solution (Including all the 

Hardware and OS) 

1 No.(1000 Users ) 

 

 

Training & Documentation: 

A training to be provided by the bidder to Two IT Admins to administer, operate and maintain DLP 

Solution in BAS Network with full system document and project signoff. 

Point of Contact: 

Please contact below staffs for any technical information in the DLP Solution in BAS 

Contact Details  

1. Mr. Sajan Mavilapaloran - 17329793 

2. Mr. Mohamed Hussain Mohamed Saeed - 17329798 
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4. PROPOSAL SUBMISSION 

You are requested to submit a proposal for the above-mentioned project no later than 28/08/2022. 

Any requests for clarifications need to be sent before the 17/08/2022 BAS's response to clarifications 

requested will be shared no later than 22/08/2022 

4.1. TECHNICAL PROPOSAL 

4.1.1. Previous experience of similar projects in companies of similar nature and size (ground 

handling services providers). 

4.1.2. Project organisational chart (showing names and roles of personnel assigned to the project). 

4.1.3. Assigned team CVs (highlighting their experience in the role assigned as per the project 

organisational chart and experience in similar ground handling companies if applicable). 

4.1.4. Detailed work methodology intended to be used in order to achieve the deliverables. 

This is to include but is not limited to: 

4.1.4.1. Detailed approach covering all deliverables. Consultant to provide their own approach 

and implementation phases including durations. 

4.1.4.2. Number of workshops, presentations, conference calls, data gathering exercises, etc.) 

4.1.4.3. Implementation program (showing duration, tasks and dependencies). 

4.2. FINANCIAL PROPOSAL 

The financial proposal should list the costs associated with the assignment in the format provided 

below – the consultant is required to advise if a number of deliverables are to be clubbed together for 

whatsoever reason. 

 

4.2.1. Fee Breakdown 

Project cost is to be broken down based on the scope elements and the assignment deliverables as 

described below: 

No. 

No. Scope Element Amount Durations (days) 

1  To be filled by the supplier    
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No. Deliverable Amount Durations (days) 

1  To be filled by the supplier   

 

4.2.2. Payment Schedule 

No. Payment Milestone/ Deliverable Amount 
Percentage of 

Total 

1  To be filled by the supplier    

 

4.3. STRUCTURE OF THE RESPONSE 

Bidders should follow the instructions set below in the submission of their proposal to BAS: 

 Participating bidders are required to submit their technical and financial proposals signed and 

approved by an authorised signatory 

 Proposals must clearly state their validity duration 

 Submit your technical and financial proposals in separate PDF files to the email address 

(mtender@bas.com.bh) only. No other emails must be included, otherwise it will be 

disqualified. 

 Participating bidders are required to acknowledge the receipt of the request within 48 hours, 

and indicate whether or not they will be participating in the tender process by e-mailing:  (To 

be completed by LGS). 

 Proposals must only contain the tender reference number (ENT-AZ-0001) and the company's 

name in the subject heading, which will allow us to identify which suppliers have submitted 

quotations without having to open the contents of the e-mails, otherwise it will be disqualified. 

  

4.4.  Contact Person for Clarifications and Discussions of the Technical Aspect of the Project: 

 Name: Sajan MP 

 Job Title: IT Security Admin 

 Email Address: sajan.mp@bas.com.bh 

 Office Number: +973 17329793 
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5. EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Proposals will be evaluated based on the following: 

Criteria Percentage 

Technical 40% 

Financial 50% 

Delivery Duration 10% 

6. CONFIDENTIALITY 

In the submission of the Proposal, the Bidder and/or the Bidder’s staff may be exposed to information 

and secrets relating to the trade affairs, confidential information, methods of conducting business of 

BAS or any other matter which becomes known to the Bidder and/or any of the Bidder’s staff as part 

of the process for submitting the Proposal. Therefore, the Bidder shall not reveal, and shall ensure that 

the Bidder’s staff shall not reveal, neither during the process for submitting the Proposal nor after 

submission, any of the information which becomes known to the Bidder and/or any of the Bidder’s 

staff during the submission of the Proposal or thereafter. 

7. AWARD OF CONTRACT 

The contract shall be awarded after deliberate evaluation of proposals and successful negotiations 

with the qualified bidders. The awarded bidder is expected to meet the agreed deadlines upon the 

approval of their proposal.  


